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Being one of the main features in the K to 12 Curriculum, senior high school is truly beneficial to the Filipino youth. The alignment with the standards of education with the other countries all over the world has opened a bigger and brighter avenue for the young generation and to the entire Philippines as well.

The students are being trained to be well-equipped. Senior High School aims to provide the learners with a kind of education that works for the utmost well-being and productivity of the learners in the school. These young people are being well-taught with appropriate knowledge and skills that they owe to learn.

The students learn entrepreneurship. Senior High School shapes promising entrepreneurs. This teaches the students to indulge in productive small enterprise and to build their own business someday. The ideals and principles of entrepreneurship are easily learned in this curriculum. No doubt, success may soon come after Senior High School.

The students are being prepared for higher education. Senior High School sets the foundation for a better college life. Since the specializations are identified and the ample trainings are given, then facing the challenges in college or higher education may readily be faced with confidence and perseverance.

The students are trained with global skills. Senior High School goes beyond the local skills because it instructs global abilities. The skills being taught in various tracks,
strands and specializations are adhering to the demands and standards of the world community. Precisely, Senior High School teaches global aptitudes.

The students meet world standards. Senior High School brings its educational clientele to global standards. The kind of education that the students may attain is comparable to that of the most progressive and most successful nations in the world. The quality that the Senior High School offers to the learners is aligned with the world standards.

The students are honed to be globally competitive. Senior High School is in its mission to produce globally competitive students and future workers. Knowledge, skills, values and attitudes are all combined to mold the students to be globally competent and to be equal to the best people in the world.

The students meet quality education for better work. Senior High School obviously offers quality education and this kind of education may yield better outputs from among the learners. This shows that education is not for its own sake alone but it has to produce better work from each learner.

The students may definitely shine and succeed in life through the Senior High School advantage. Let them grow and continue with flying colors.
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